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5
Charge carrier dynamics at the
Perovskite/Alumina interface

In the past few years, hybrid halide perovskites have been prominently
used as active semiconductors in optoelectronics. However, like
any other semiconductor, their high performance depends on the
alleviation of the defects, especially on the surface. Passivation of
the surface defects with metal oxides such as alumina is a common
strategy in semiconductors to reduce the trap states at the surface.
In this work we used perovskite nanowires embedded in anodized
aluminum oxide templates as a well-controlled platform to study
the charge carrier dynamics and effect of surface passivation with
alumina. These CH3 NH3 PbBr3 /alumina nanowires had high charge
carrier lifetimes of more than 20 ns. We developed a model to relate
the charge carrier lifetimes with the nanowire radii. Using this model,
we extracted a remarkably low surface recombination velocity (SRV) of
37.2±20 cm.s−1 for the perovskite/alumina interface which conﬁrms
the passivation role of alumina. Due to the ease of fabrication and
excellent photophysical properties, the perovskite/alumina nanowires
can be considered as a candidate for integration in optoelectronic
device structures.
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5.1 Introduction
Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination at the surface and in the bulk of semiconductors is detrimental for the performance of devices, especially at low charge
carrier injection levels. The bulk and surface defects should be treated separately
because the strategies to mitigate them in semiconductor technologies are different. Hybrid halide perovskites are also not an exception in this important matter
and their efﬁcient performance is tightly bound to tackling the right approaches for
identifying and confronting their defects. The remarkable performance of halide
perovskites is attributed to long charge-carrier diffusion length and lifetime, high
absorption coefﬁcient and high emission yields [13, 87, 108]. These characteristics
are strongly dependent on the photophysical properties, speciﬁcally the charge
carrier generation and recombination dynamics. Thus, it is crucial to provide indepth understanding of how fast and via which channels the charge carriers recombine within the perovskite light-absorber. This knowledge assists in developing strategies to minimize the structural imperfections, such as bulk and surface
lattice defects for designing highly efﬁcient devices. In perovskite solar cells in
particular, many interfaces exist in mesoscopic or planar device structure such as
the interfaces of perovskite within mesoporous TiO2 or Al2 O3 scaffold, and with
electron/hole transport layers (ETL/HTL). Interfacial defects and undesired doping
at these interfaces facilitate the charge recombination processes and impact the
overall performance of the device negatively[303].
Dangling bonds and interrupted lattice induce high density of charge traps at the
surface. The presence of undercoordinated ions also causes the accumulation of
excess charges which capture minority carriers and increase the recombination
at the surface [304, 305]. Ultraviolet Photoemission Spectroscopy (UPS) measurements exhibited the presence of below-gap excitonic and hole traps on the surface
of CH3 NH3 PbI3 thin ﬁlms[73]. In other studies, the electron trap states, especially
at the perovskite/TiO2 interface, were suggested to cause the inferior performance
of perovskite devices without passivation [221]. Since facets with low Miller indices
have lower density of dangling bonds[306], it is suggested that the growth of large
crystals may decrease the recombination at the surface[73]. Indeed, the trap density estimated for single crystals of CH3 NH3 PbBr3 ( 109 cm−3 ) and CH3 NH3 PbI3
( 1010 cm−3 ) is much lower than trap densities in perovskite thin ﬁlms ( 1016 cm−3 )
[76, 303]. The surface-sensitive Kelvin probe (KP) techniques were used widely in
the literature to study the effect of trap states on the electronic structure of the
surface[75, 307]. Adinolﬁ et al [75] showed that the Fermi level shifts to 0.12 eV
from the conduction band at the surface of CH3 NH3 PbI3 in comparison to the
intrinsic bulk. Although the strong recombination of excess charges at the surface
is commonly considered detrimental, this effect has been used advantageously to
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make devices for narrow-band light and environmental gas detection [132, 308]
with single crystal perovskites.
It is common to passivate the surface of inorganic semiconductors through saturating chemical bonds (chemical passivation) to reduce the density of traps or
formation of internal electric ﬁeld below the surface [309] to reduce the concentration of charge carriers or a combination of both [310]. The chemical passivation is usually done by growing an appropriate thin ﬁlm such as SiN on the surface of c-Si [311, 312].The ﬁeld-effect passivation is also conducted by either doping the surface or growing an insulator layer such as Al2 O3 on Si [313] or III-IV
semiconductors[314]. Growing thermal SiO2 ﬁlm on Si is an example of a passivation method which functions by both reduction of surface traps and providing a
built-in ﬁeld near the surface[310].
In halide perovskites similar passivation methods have been investigated by incorporation of external materials as well as new approaches according to their special chemical structure. Chemical treatments have been used to passivate surface,
interface or grain boundaries of halide perovskites via halogenated organic compounds [305], lewis bases [304], fullerene [221, 315–317] and graphene [318]. DFT
calculations and experimental observations explained the mechanism of the chemical passivation through binding of the introduced chemicals to certain defects. For
example, fullerene suppresses the surface defects through interaction with iodiderich trap sites at the grain boundaries[221]. Halogenated compounds behave similarly by forming halogen bonds with the excess halides [305]. On the other hand, the
lewis bases and graphene interact with undercoordinated Pb ions and neutralize
the excess charge caused by halide ions vacancies presented at the surface [304,
318]. The unique chemical structure of perovskites enables speciﬁc surface treatment strategies such as self-formation of chemical compounds through ambient
exposure. In several studies it has been reported that the formation of PbI2 during thermal annealing of CH3 NH3 PbI3 ﬁlms self-passivates the surface and grain
boundaries and subsequently improves efﬁciency of devices [257, 304, 319–322].
In other studies [307, 323] thermal annealing was found beneﬁcial to reduce the
traps at the surface, although existence of PbI2 at the grain boundaries was not
speculated. In contrast, Wei et al [324] found formation of PbBr2 at the surface of
CH3 NH3 PbBr3 single crystal due to the stoichiometric precursor ratio harmful for
the emission properties. They further decreased the surface trap states by a UV-O3
treatment. Brenes et al [325] performed a combination of light and atmospheric
treatment to remove the shallow surface trap states of the CH3 NH3 PbI3 thin ﬁlms.
This unique passivation method resulted in an extremely low surface recombination rate (SRV) of 0.4 cm.s−1 . Fang et al [308, 323] also employed an air treatment
approach which led to the physisorption of water and oxygen on the surface of
CH3 NH3 PbBr3 single crystal and reduction of surface trap densities.
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Many research groups investigated the application of ultra-thin metal oxide ﬁlms,
such as ZnO [326–329], SnOx [328] and Al2 O3 [327, 329–334] by atomic layer deposition (ALD) on the halide perovskites as passivation layer in solar cells. More than
passivating role, these ﬁlms behave as promising encapsulation layers to overcome
longterm stability issues of the devices at the ambient condition. Note that this
is considered different than the common use of ALD metal oxides as the ETL or
HTL in planar perovskite solar cells [335]. In most of these studies, comparing the
photovoltaic parameters with and without oxide layer showed the improvements of
device performance and stability. However, little details about the physical mechanism behind the passivation and its effect on recombination dynamics is known.
For example, in a study by Adhyaksa et al[333], the recombination reduction is
linked to the nearly threefold increase of diffusion length after ALD of Al2 O3 on
CH3 NH3 PbBr3 thin ﬁlms. In general very little is known about the exact role of
metal oxide passivation and properties of passivated perovskite. Particularly, the
recombination rates at the perovskite/metal oxide interface (SRV) have not been
quantiﬁed previously.
Previously, semiconductor nanowires such as Ge [336], Si [337, 338] and InP [339]
were studied to quantify the dynamics of charge carriers and/or investigate the
effects of surface passivation. Mainly nanowires are interesting geometries for applications in electronic and optoelectronic devices [293, 340, 341] and also for case
studies of dimension-dependent properties. They provide a well-controlled platform to manage and quantify the contribution of surface and bulk precisely by
controlling their surface to volume ratio.
Here we employ a similar approach to study the recombination dynamics at the
perovskite/alumina interface using perovskite nanowires embedded in anodized
aluminum oxide (AAO) templates. The nanowires were fabricated via extrusion as
introduced in Chapter 4, but the wires were kept within the template and were
not extruded out (Figure 5.1a). Fabrication from perovskite solution directly into
the pores of AAO template, without deposition of an extra ALD passivation, avoids
high instrumental costs, slow deposition time, variations of ﬁlm quality due to precursors’ purity, and the possible degradation of perovskite ﬁlm [333] in the ALD
technique. We ﬁnd that the surface of perovskite nanowires is well-passivated by
alumina according to the low calculated surface recombination velocity (SRV) at
perovskite/alumina interface. By using templates with various pore sizes from ∼150
to ∼ 350 nm, we systematically changed the surface to volume ratio of the ﬁnal
CH3 NH3 PbBr3 perovskite nanowires. Assuming the bulk quality and radiative rates
stay constant, the changes in total recombination rates should be directly connected to the recombination at the perovskite nanowire surfaces. We used timeresolved PL (TRPL) spectroscopy to obtain the dynamics of photoexcited carriers
in the perovskite nanowire arrays. This technique is a suitable contactless method
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to probe excited states’ dynamics at room temperature with picosecond resolution and has been used in the literature widely to study the charge carrier lifetime in perovskites [342, 343]. The recombination rates were extracted from ﬁtting of the PL intensity decay to a rate equation that includes radiative and nonradiative recombination. The obtained lifetime increases slightly from 24.3±2.3 ns
to 28.3±1.5 ns when increasing the diameter by more than a factor of two. This
shows the weak dependence of PL lifetime on nanowire surface to volume ratio. By
ﬁtting these TRPL results to a simple recombination model, we extract a low surface recombination velocity of 37.2±20 cm.s−1 . This SRV is very low compared to
the value measured for unpassivated surfaces of single crystal CH3 NH3 PbBr3 perovskites (∼103 cm.s−1 ) [132, 344, 345], indicating alumina provides excellent passivation for CH3 NH3 PbBr3 perovskite nanowires. This structure can be extended to
incorporation into the future device structures.

5.2 Fabrication of Perovskite/Alumina nanowires
In this study we used a suction process similar to the extrusion method explained
in Section 4.2 to prepare CH3 NH3 PbBr3 nanowires embedded in an AAO template
(perovskite/alumina nanowires). We dropcast the CH3 NH3 PbBr3 solution (3M in
dimethyl sulfoxide, DMSO) onto an AAO template (50 μm thick) with pores open on
both sides. The template is placed on an O-ring on top of a PDMS block with a hole
connected to a low-pressure line. The low pressure in the sealed air compartment
between the AAO and the PDMS is created by a simple syringe connected via a
plastic tube to the hole. When pulling the piston of the syringe, 50-100 mbar versus atm pressure difference is formed which sucks the perovskite solution through
AAO pores. By adjusting the time of the applied pressure gradient, the perovskite
solution can either form extruded nanowires or (for shorter times) simply ﬁll the
template. In the next step, the template is annealed at 120 °C to remove the solvent and form perovskite nanowires embedded in the AAO template (schematic in
Figure 5.1a). The SEM images from the bottom surface and the cross section of
the ﬁlled templates indicate the ﬁlling of pores with CH3 NH3 PbBr3 as presented in
Section 5.7. The apparent breaks in the cross-section image can be explained by a
cleavage plane that is not perfectly aligned with the pores. This can be seen from
periodic breaks as expected from a tilted cleave with continuous nanowires.
Further evidence of pore ﬁlling comes from the conductivity and photoconductivity of the perovskite/AAO samples measured through the template thickness.
In principle, if the nanowires are continuously expanded from top to the bottom
of the AAO templates, the vertical conductivity of the templates should increase
dramatically. To check the top-to-bottom conductivity of the templates, we coated
thin ﬁlms of Ti on the both sides of an empty and a perovskite-ﬁlled template.
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The edges were masked during the coating to make sure that the only electrical
pathways between the two bottom and top surfaces is the bulk template in between
the Ti electrodes. Current-voltage (I-V) measurements revealed that the empty AAO
is insulating as expected (the small current comes from capacitive charging) and
the conductivity of the ﬁlled template is a thousand times more than the empty
one. Moreover, the ﬁlled template generated photocurrent under 1 sun AM1.5 illumination as an indication of photocunductivity of perovskite nanowires (ﬁgure
Figure 5.1b and c).
This simple method provides highly ordered arrays of long perovskite nanowires
embedded in a transparent medium with surface passivation potential. The
optical properties of perovskite/alumina nanowires were characterized with
steady-state PL (405 nm excitation) and absorption measurement (Figure 5.2a).
The emission peak at 540 nm (2.29 eV) matches the band gap of CH3 NH3 PbBr3 .
The nanowire arrays with different diameters, but same sample thickness (50 μm),
had similar PL and absorption spectra. The ﬁnite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
simulation was performed to study the light intensity distribution and absorption
in perovskite/alumina nanowire arrays with various diameter, as presented in
Section 5.7.5. The electric-ﬁeld intensity (|E |2 ) upon the excitation with shortwavelength light (485 nm) decays quickly within the ﬁrst 5 nanometers away from
the surface for all the nanowire arrays with different diameters. The simulated
absorption spectrum is in agreement with the experimental data.

5.3 Charge-carrier recombination dynamics at the
perovskite/alumina nanowires
We used three templates with average pore diameters of 150.4±35.7, 208.2±34.8
and 361.7±20.4 nm and ﬁlled them with CH3 NH3 PbBr3 nanowires to study the
charge carrier dynamics and the contribution of the perovskite/alumina interface
in the recombination mechanism. By increasing the aspect ratio of the nanowires
(l /d ) we expect to observe more contribution of the surface to overall recombination process, if bulk recombination stays constant. Since all the samples were
prepared from the same solution batch at the same time, and also measured at the
same time, we expect the bulk quality and defect densities to be comparable for
all of them. Therefore changing nanowire diameters would affect the non-radiative
recombination because of the higher density of trap states on the surface. Here
we assume that there is no radiative channel in trap-assisted recombination and
the only radiative process leading to emission is bimolecular recombination of two
charge carriers[67]. Therefore the decay of PL as a function of time can be written
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Figure 5.1: CH3 NH3 PbBr3 nanowires embedded in AAO template. a) Schematic
of AAO template before and after ﬁlling with perovskite. b) The IV test of a ﬁlled
template with thin electrodes coated on the top and bottom of it. c) The IV curves
of an empty AAO template with electrodes on the bottom and top. dark and light
blue lines represent the IV curves with and without illumination respectively. The
similar curves under both conditions in panel c indicate the insulating and nonphotoconductivity nature of the empty AAO template.
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as:
P L(t ) = Ak 2 n(t )2 + bc g

(5.1)

Where A is the collection efﬁciency, k 2 is the bimolecular recombination coefﬁcient, n(t) is the charge carrier densities as a function of time and bc g is the background.
We measured PL(t) of nanowire arrays with time-correlated single photon counting
(TCSPC) over more than 8 different spot on each sample (details in Section 5.7.2). A
blue laser (485 nm) with ﬂuence of 8.3 μJ.cm−2 excited the samples and generated
initial carrier density of 3.2×1017 . The calculation of carrier density is explained in
detail in Supplementary Information (Section 5.7). At this carrier density, the role
of Auger recombination is considered negligible ([67, 71, 346]). The representative
PL decay curves of each sample are shown in Figure 5.2b.
We solved the differential equation in Equation (1.3) , disregarding the Auger term,
to achieve n(t) and replaced the solution in Equation (5.1) as shown below:
P L(t ) = Ak 2 (

k1 n0
)2 + bc g
(k 1 + k 2 n 0 )exp(k 1 t ) − k 2 n 0

(5.2)

Where n 0 is the initial carrier density at t=0 and k 1 is the trap-assisted recombination coefﬁcient.
By global ﬁtting of Equation (5.2) to the experimental data from TRPL, we extracted
the trap-assisted and radiative recombination coefﬁcients k 1 and k 2 and the aver-
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Figure 5.2: Steady-state PL, absorption and transient PL of perovskite/alumina
nanowire arrays a) PL (405 nm excitation) and absorption spectra (measured with
integrating sphere setup) of the nanowire arrays with average diameter 361.7 nm.
The samples with smaller diameter had similar absorption and PL spectra. The
absorption spectra of other samples is presented in Figure 5.8. b) PL intensity
decay of nanowire arrays with various diameter. The black line is the ﬁt to the data
according to the model in Equation (5.2)
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age values are shown in Table 5.1. For the ﬁtting, we normalized the initial PL (at
t=0) and carrier density (n 0 ) to 1, and removed the background by subtracting the
average of data points before excitation from the PL decay data. More details of the
ﬁtting procedure are presented in Supplementary Information (Section 5.7).
d (nm)
150.4 ± 35.7
208.2 ± 34.8
362.7 ± 20.4

k 1 (× 10 6 s−1 )
3.71 ± 0.58
3.99 ± 0.92
2.10 ± 0.29

k 2 (× 10 −10 cm3 .s−1 )
1.32 ± 0.24
1.31 ± 0.19
1.06 ± 0.06

τ (ns)
24.3 ± 2.3
26.9 ± 3.5
28.3 ± 1.5

Table 5.1: Recombination coefﬁcients of CH3 NH3 PbBr3 /AAO nanowires with
different pore size extracted from global ﬁtting of Equation (5.2) to measured PL
decay, as shown in Figure 5.2. d is average diameter of nanowires measured
with SEM over ∼40 nanowires for each sample and errors are standard deviations.
k 1 is trap-assisted recombination coefﬁcient and k 2 is radiative recombination
coefﬁcient. The errors are standard errors of the mean of the extracted coefﬁcients
measured over more than 8 different spot for each sample. τ is the charge carrier
lifetime calculated from Equation (1.5) and the errors are standard error of the
means.

As seen in Table 5.1, increasing the nanowire diameter enhances the lifetime of
charge carriers. The changes in k 1 can be attributed to the changes of surface
defect density due to different surface contribution of each nanowire array, as well
as sample-to-sample bulk defect density variations. The small deviation of the k 1 of
the sample with 208.2 average diameter from the trend of decrease in non-radiative
rate could be due to the later, although we expect such variations in bulk purity to
be small because the samples were prepared from the same solution batch. Nevertheless, the decrease in k1 follows a trend with increasing nanowires diameter
considering the error bars of the experiment. The variation of k 2 from sample to
sample is small, conﬁrming the radiative processes comes from the band-to-band
recombination and therefore depends on the materials’ band structure and local
density of states. The k 1 values are in the same range as measured by Richter et
al [65] with Transient Absorption (TA) for CH3 NH3 PbBr3 thin ﬁlms (2.5 × 106 s −1 )
and by Wu et al [345] for CH3 NH3 PbBr3 single crystals with TRPL ((2.9 × 106 s −1 ),
but one order of magnitude lower than values reported by Yang et al [346] from
TA measurement (2.7 × 107 s −1 ) of CH3 NH3 PbBr3 thin ﬁlms. Radiative recombination coefﬁcient is also comparable to references [345, 346], but 10 times lower
than reference [65]. Using the recombination coefﬁcients, we calculated the charge
carrier lifetime from Equation (5.6) as presented in the last column of Table 5.1.
The lifetime is relatively stable, increasing only slightly with diameter. Thus the
surface contribution in charge carrier recombination can be considered as a small
perturbation. In the next section we developed a model to quantify the surface
recombination velocity.
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5.4 Surface recombination velocity at the
perovskite/alumina interface
In long nanowires studied here, the diameter is essentially the identiﬁer of surface
area to bulk volume. In order to discover the dependence of the recombination to
the surface, we developed a model to relate the rates (or lifetime) to the nanowire
diameter. Assuming the diffusion length of charge carriers in CH3 NH3 PbBr3 is
larger than the radius of the nanowires [333], we consider the surface plays a role
in the recombination process of charge carriers. For a certain geometry, the total
recombination is composed of two terms − bulk and surface − as shown below:
R T = V.R b + A.R s

(5.3)

Where R T is the total recombination rate , V is the volume, A is the surface area,
and R b and R s are the total recombination rates at the bulk per volume and at
the surface per area. Considering the geometry of the nanowire as a cylinder with
radius r and length l Equation (5.3) can be written as:
R T = πr 2 l .B + 2πr l .S al umi na + πr 2 .S ai r

(5.4)

Where B is the bulk recombination velocity and S al umi na and S ai r are the rate at
which the charge carrier move towards the nanowire interfaces (SRV) with alumina
and air respectively. Since the contribution of the top surface (πr 2 ) in comparison
to the wall surface of the nanowires (2πr l ) is insigniﬁcant (from 0.18% to 0.075%
for this diameter range) we can neglect the term S ai r and claim that mostly the
perovskite/alumina interface plays a considerable role in surface recombination
process. For simplicity, we call S al umi na as S, and rewrite Equation (5.4) as:
R = Rν +

2S
r

(5.5)

where R is the total recombination rate given by R(n, t ) = k 3 n 2 + k 2 n + k 1 (Equation (1.4)) and by deﬁnition is the inverse of charge carrier lifetime (τ). Neglecting
Auger recombination at low carrier densities (<1018 cm −3 ), lifetime (τ) is:
τ=

1
k1 + k2 n

(5.6)

Therefore, Equation (5.5) is rearranged in the ﬁnal form as below:
1/τ = 1/τb +
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2S
r

(5.7)
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This equation shows the linear relationship of inverse of carrier lifetime with the
inverse of nanowire radii, where the slope of the line is 2S, and y-intercept is the
bulk recombination rate (1/τb =B). This model tells that the lower the slope is, the
less the surface contributes to the recombination rates. Therefore if a perfect passivation of the surface is provided, the line would be horizontal with slope zero, and
recombination coming only from the bulk. A similar approach using the continuity
equation was implemented before by Leonard et al[336] and Dan et al[338] and the
same linear relation of the recombination rate and nanowire diameter was derived
as also explained in Supplementary Information (Section 5.7).
Fitting Equation (5.7) to the inverse of average lifetime (calculated from Equation (5.6) for more than 8 experiments for each sample) versus inverse of nanowire
radii gives SRV of 37.2±20 cm.s −1 and bulk recombination rate of 3 ×107 s −1 at
the initial carrier density of 3.2 ×1017 cm −3 . The error is the standard deviation
of SRV extracted from 106 linear ﬁts of the averages of 5 randomly selected data
points at each nanowire radius. This result shows that at this carrier density, the
recombination is dominated by bulk, and the surface is well passivated. This value
is considerably lower than SRVs reported in the various studies for the unpassivated
CH3 NH3 PbBr3 single crystals [132, 324, 344, 345] (1.6-6.7×103 cm.s −1 ) and lower
but in the same range as reported for the passivated surface of CH3 NH3 PbBr3 single
crystals with UV-O3 treatment (64 cm.s −1 ) [324]. Fang et al. reported an unusually
low SRV of 4 cm.s −1 for the CH3 NH3 PbBr3 single crystals by controlling the
physisorption of oxygen and water molecules in their surface. We should note that
SRV is a facet dependent parameter. While single crystals of CH3 NH3 PbBr3 have
(100) facets because of its cubic structure, the nanowire’s walls have higher index
facets. Most semiconductor nanowires, such as Si and Ge [336, 338], have SRVs
2-3 orders of magnitude higher than what is reported in this study. Obtaining the
incredibly small SRV values of 37.2±20 cm.s −1 for high index facets of perovskite
nanowires conﬁrms the good passivation that alumina provides.
SRV depends not only on the surface trap states (their type and density), but also on
the charge carrier density [310]. Therefore we expect increasing the carrier density
increases the SRV. We used the same recombination coefﬁcients in Table 5.1, and
plot various total recombination lifetimes versus the nanowire radii in Figure 5.3b
for charge carrier densities from 1015 to 1018 cm −3 . A higher carrier concentration
is not selected because in the higher excitation regimes Auger recombination is
playing a role [71], while it is not considered in our models. Fitting Equation (5.7) to
the lines of different carrier density gives us the SRV and bulk recombination, as indicated on each line in Figure 5.3b and is summarized in Table 5.2. Considering the
total recombination rate as S/d +B , by increasing the carrier density although both
S and B increase relatively, the surface recombination plays even a more negligible
role compared to the bulk.
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Figure 5.3: Modeling the surface recombination velocity (SRV) of perovskite/alumina using nanowires with various diameters a) Recombination
rate (1t au) versus inverse of nanowire radii. the lifetime is calculated from
Equation (1.5) for the initial carrier density as performed in the TRPL experiment.
The dashed line shows the linear ﬁt of Equation (5.5) to the experimental data.
The equation achieved from the ﬁt is written above the line. The slope is equal
to 2*SRV and the y-intercept is total bulk recombination. b) The estimation of SRV
and total bulk recombination for various carrier density from 1015 to 1018 cm−3 .
With increasing the carrier density SRV increases, but bulk recombination stays
dominant.

n (cm −3 )
1015
1016
1017
1018

S (cm.s−1 )
10.7
12.3
27.7
182.2

B (s−1 )
106
2 ×106
107
9 ×107

S/(B.dav + S)(%)
34.8
23.5
12.2
9.2

Table 5.2:
Surface (S) and bulk (B) recombination velocities for
CH3 NH3 PbBr3 /AAO nanowires at different carrier densities. S and B are ﬁt
parameters as shown in Figure 5.2b. S/(B.d av + S) is the contribution of surface
recombination to the total recombination for a representative nanowire with
average diameter of d av = 200nm

5.5 Radiative efﬁciency of Perovskite/Alumina
nanowires
An important parameter deﬁning the optical quality of a light-absorbing structure
is the radiative efﬁciency or as explained in Section 4.4 the photoluminescence
quantum yield (PLQY). PLQY is described as the ratio of radiated photons out of the
absorber to the total absorbed photons. Presumably the emitted photons are coming from band-to-band recombination of charge carriers and the absorbed photons
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create total charge carriers which decay through one of the recombination channels. Hence, the total recombination rate represents to the total absorption. We
can rewrite the PLQY based on the recombination mechanisms as:
P LQY =

k2 n 2
k1 n + k2 n 2

(5.8)

Therefore, deﬁning the rate coefﬁcients reveals the PLQYs for CH3 NH3 PbBr3 /alumina
nanowires. Based on the recombination rates listed in Table 5.1, we calculated the
PLQY of the nanowire arrays at various relevant charge carrier densities as listed in
the table below:
n(cm −3 )
1 ×1015

3.2 ×1017

1.5 ×1018

dav (nm)
150.4
208.2
361.7
150.4
208.2
361.7
150.4
208.2
361.7

PLQYT RP L (%)
3.44
3.18
4.80
91.94
91.32
94.16
-

PLQYI S (%)
1.18 ±0.46
4.29 ±2.67
4.49 ±0.98

Table 5.3: PLQYs of CH3 NH3 PbBr3 /AAO nanowires nanowires at different carrier
densities and various average diameters (d av ). PLQYT RP L are calculated from
Equation (5.8) and recombination coefﬁcients from Table 5.1. PLQYI S is directly
measured with integrating sphere setup with the initial carrier density of 1.5 ×
1018 cm −3 .

The last column in Table 5.3 presents the PLQY directly measured with the integrating sphere (IS) microscopy setup as presented in Figure 4.12 (excitation with
pulsed (repetition rate 40 MHz) 480 laser and 37.4 μJ .cm −2 ﬂuence). The box plot
in Figure 5.4 shows the measured PLQY values over more than 2500 points for each
perovskite/alumina nanowire array sample with ≈ 500×500μm size (details in Section 5.7.4).
We observe a high mismatch between the experimentally measured PLQYs and the
ones calculated from Equation (5.8). This discrepancy have several contributing
factors: (i ) The PLQY and TRPL are performed at different carrier densities. The
PLQY at higher carrier density (1.5 × 1018 cm −3 ) may suffer from Auger recombination, which is considered negligible at lower initial carrier density of TRPL (3.2 ×
1017 cm −3 ). Taking Auger recombination into account will decrease the PLQYs calculated from the rate coefﬁcients at high carrier density; a reduction by nearly a
factor of 10 was seen in a previous study at these carrier density values [65]
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Figure 5.4: Statistics of PLQY values experimentally measured for perovskite
nanowire arrays with pore dimension 150.4, 208.2 and 361.7 nm. The dashed line
in each box is the median. The up and bottom edges of the boxes are 75% and 25%
percentiles respectively. The horizontal lines on top and bottom, out of the of the
boxes, show the upper and lower adjacent, and the black crosses are the outliers.

(i i ) A second reason for the high mismatch between the experimental and calculated PLQY is that photon re-absorption plays a considerable role in the experimental PLQY measurement. Perovskite materials exhibit high photon re-absorption
because of the the overlap of the absorption and emission spectra (see Figure 5.2a).
When the absorber medium has high refractive index, the emitted photons from
radiative recombination reﬂect back from the surface due to the total internal reﬂection and get re-absorbed inside the material. The narrow cone for the emitted
light to escape the semiconductor (known as escape probability,p esc ) causes a signiﬁcant deviation of externally measured quantum yield (PLQY) from the internal
one (η i n ) according to:
P LQY =

η i n .p esc
1 − η i n .(1 − p esc )

(5.9)

η i n is a material speciﬁc property, which is deﬁned as the fraction of radiative
events to the total recombination. In planar semiconductors with high refractive
indices, the p esc becomes very small, given by 1/2n 2 where n is the refractive index.
Our sample essentially consists of a photonic crystal, which may further reduce
escape probability by altering in-plane and out-of-plane emission probabilities.
Further work is needed to determine the effect of such photonic crystal effects.
We have evidence suggesting that photon re-absorption via in-plane emission and
waveguiding plays a major role in reducing the PLQY measured in our integrating
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sphere, namely that the PLQY is strongly dependent on sample size. Decreasing
sample size reduces the distance that radiated photons have to travel to escape
out. Therefore it is expected that samples with larger size have lower PLQY. Indeed,
perovskite/alumina nanowire arrays with average diameter of 208 nm and larger
sample size of ≈ 5×5 mm have experimental PLQY of 1.44 ± 0.36%, ∼ 3 times lower
than smaller samples (∼ 500×500μm) with PLQY of 4.29 ± 2.67% (See Figure 5.6 and
Figure 5.7). Further work must be done to understand the remaining contributions
of waveguiding and re-absorption to PLQY in the smaller samples.
This discrepancy between the experimentally measured PLQYs and calculated
PLQYs from recombination coefﬁcients in halide perovskite thin ﬁlms has been
reported previously by Richter et al [65] and is attributed to the existence of nonradiative bimolecular recombination channel. The nature of this pathway is not
known. On the other hand, the integrating sphere method is initially developed
for measurement of small structures [347–349] and large area samples should be
measured with caution due to photon re-absorption effect. It is necessary to repeat
the TRPL and direct PLQY measurements at the same initial carrier intensity, as
well as further intensity-dependent study of PLQY, to achieve a comprehensive
picture of photon recycling effect and exact internal and external quantum yields.

5.6 Conclusion and Outlook
In this study we fabricated long CH3 NH3 PbBr3 nanowire arrays embedded in
AAO template (perovskite/alumina nanowires) using a simple solution technique
by suction of the perovskite solution through the AAO pores. The charge carrier
recombination mechanism of the perovskite/alumina nanowire arrays was studied
with time-resolved PL spectroscopy. Fitting of the PL intensity decay to a rate
equation that includes radiative (bimolecular) and non-radiative (monomolecular)
recombination was used to obtain the recombination rate coefﬁcients. We
estimated a charge carrier lifetime of more than 20 ns at the initial carrier density
of 3.2×1017 cm −3 for nanowires with various diameters. The inverses of lifetimes
increase linearly with decreasing the nanowire diameters. This data was ﬁtted to
a model to extract very low SRV of 37.2±20 cm.s−1 at the CH3 NH3 PbBr3 /Al2 O3
interface. The low SRV of passivated nanowires in comparison to unpassivated
CH3 NH3 PbBr3 single crystals (∼ 103 cm.s−1 ) [141, 345, 350], ensures that despite
the large surface of perovskite nanowires, their surface was not dominant in
recombination processes. The presented results here conﬁrm the passivation
effect alumina provides for hybrid halide perovskites and quantiﬁes the surface
recombination velocity at the perovskite/alumina interface for the ﬁrst time. This
study presents a simple method for the passivation of perovskite surface, without
the need for ALD deposition of Al2 O3 . Further studies to compare the perovskite
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nanowires passivated with ALD and the ones embedded in AAO template will
provide a comprehensive picture of the similarities and differences of these two
methods.
Here we measured the PLQYs using IS microscopy technique which showed significantly lower values than what is expected from the calculated PLQYs using recombination coefﬁcients. The photon re-absorption effect, and involvement of Auger
process in the recombination at the high excitation density of the experiment may
be the reasons for this discrepancy. Future studies of the effect of photon recycling
by measuring the PLQYs at the lower excitation regime are required to estimate the
radiative efﬁciency of perovskite/alumina nanowire arrays more accurately. Perovskite nanowire arrays in AAO templates have high potential for integration in
highly efﬁcient optoelectronic devices as shown before for image sensors [182],
photodetectors [277] and semi-transparent solar cells [351]. The simple solution
fabrication and high quality photophysical properties presented here highlight perovskite/alumina nanowires as promising candidates for future applications.

5.7 Supplementary Information
The perovskite precursor, solution and template preparations are the same as explained in Section 4.6. The ﬁlling of AAO nanopores with perovskite solution were
done in a similar condition as explained in extrusion of nanowires in Chapter 4,
only the pressure gradient was applied for a shorter time in comparison, to keep
the nanowires inside the template.

5.7.1 Scanning electron microscopy
SEM images were taken by a FEI Verios 460 at 5 kV accelerating voltage, with
through the lens detector (TLD) for the top view image (Figure 5.5a) and the mirror
high energy detector (MD) for the side view image (Figure 5.5b). The MD detector
highlights the compositional and topographical contrasts. The brighter lines are
attributed to the perovskite containing heavy Pb elements. Although these bright
lines may not seem continuous, the non-uniformity of perovskite nanowires within
the template’s pores could be due to the fracture of nanowires when breaking the
sample.

5.7.2 Time-correlated single photon counting
The time-resolved PL (TRPL) of nanowire arrays was measured with the timecorrelated single photon counting (TCSPC) technique. In this method, a pulsed
laser at 485 nm (PicoQuant PDL 828) is used to excite the samples and the
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a)

b)

Figure 5.5: SEM images showing the morphology of perovskite nanowires inside
AAO template poresa) Top-view image of the bottom side of the template after the
pores were ﬁlled with perovskite. The scale bar 2 μm. b) The cross section view
of the ﬁlled template taken with the MD detector of SEM. The bright lines show
perovskites. The scale bar is 5 μm.

luminescence of the sample is collected over multiple cycles of excitation and
emission using a single photon counting detector (MicroPhoton Devices, MPD5CTD) and a picosecond time analyzer (PicoQuant HydraHarp 400). The repetition
rate of the laser can be tuned from 0.5 to 40 MHz using a PicoQuant LDH-D-C-485.
We chose the repetition rate of 1 MHz for this experiment. The excitation density
was controlled with adjusting the power of the laser and using a series of neutral
density ﬁlters. The power which the experiment was run at was 0.06 μW. A long
pass ﬁlter (ET500LP, Chroma Tech) blocked the laser and let the emission of the
samples to pass through to reach the detectors. The measurements were all done
at the ambient condition.
In each sample more than 8 different 20×20 μm 2 regions were scanned over
256×256 pixel, where in each pixel the PL intensity decay was collected. The PL
decay curve was integrated over the whole scanned area and ﬁtted with the model
presented in Equation (5.2) to extract the recombination coefﬁcients for each
region. The recombination coefﬁcients presented in Table 5.1 are averages over all
the measured regions for each sample, and the error bars are standard error of the
mean.
Calculation of initial charge carrier density
We calculated the initial charge carrier density according to:
n0 =

N phot ons × A
t

(5.10)
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Where N phot ons is the number of photons per pulse calculated from repetition rate
(1 MHz), laser power density (8 W.cm−2 ) and energy of photons at 485 nm excitation, t is the effective thickness of the sample and A is absorption at the excitation.
A is considered 85% according to the absorption spectra measured for nanowire
arrays (Figure 5.2a). Since the sample thickness (AAO thickness 50 μm) is much
larger than expected diffusion lentgh of charge carriers, the effective thickness is
assumed as the longest distance the charge carriers may travel, i.e. diffusion length.
According to the reported charge carrier diffusion length of CH3 NH3 PbBr3 coated
with alumina [333] we considered it as 500 nm as well. We assumed the initial
charge carrier density is consistent with all samples with different pore size.
The simulation of electric ﬁeld distribution in perovskite nanowire arrays with different diameter (Section 5.7.5) showed that at the excitation wavelength (485 nm),
the light is absorbed within the ﬁrst 5 nanometer of the sample. However, the concentration of electric ﬁeld within the nanowires with small diameter may generate a
higher initial concentration. We calculated that even if the real initial carrier density
was 10 times higher (1018 cm −3 ), the SRV is the same as 37.2±20 cm.s−1 at the initial
carrier density (although k 2 changes with initial carrier density, product of n 0 k 2
and k 1 remains the same), which makes it subsequently lower at device relevant
carrier densities modeled in Figure 5.2b. We could ﬁt the data with only taking
mono- and bimolecular recombination into account, therefore we believe Auger
recombination did not play a role in the recombination dynamics, even if we had
higher initial carrier densities up to 1018 cm −3 .

5.7.3 Calculation of SRV from continuity equation
A diameter-dependent carrier lifetime has been modeled previously for nanowires
[336, 338, 339] based on the solution of continuity equation for an inﬁnitely long
cylinder with diameter d :
∂n(r, t )
n(r, t )
= D 2 n(r, t ) −
∂t
τb

(5.11)

Where n(r,t) is the photoexcited excess carrier density, D is the diffusion constant,
r is radial coordinate and τb is carrier lifetime in the bulk. The boundary condition
for this equation is given by:
−D(

∂n(r, t )
)r =d /2 = S.n(d /2, t )
∂r

(5.12)

Where electron and holes recombine with the velocity S at the surface. Solving
Equation (5.12) result in an exponential time decay of the carrier density given by:
1/τ = 1/τb + λ
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where λ comes from:
DλJ 1 (λ.d /2) = S J 0 (λ.d /2)
J 0 and J 1 are 0t h and 1st order Bessel functions. If we assume S
use the small argument behavior of Bessel function:
J n (a) ≈

1
an
2n n!

(5.14)
D/d , it is valid to

(5.15)

So λ = 4S/d . Substituting this into Equation (5.13), we have:
1/τ = 1/τb +

4S
d

(5.16)

Which is the same as Equation (5.7) as presented in Section 5.4.
In order to check the validation of the assumption S D/d , we obtained D from
L d i f f = (Dτe f f )1/2 , where L d i f f is diffusion length and τe f f is carrier effective
lifetime. The L d i f f extracted from reference [333] for CH3 NH3 PbBr3 coated with
ALD alumina as 500 nm and the carrier effective lifetime is considered as 20 ns−1
based on our TRPL experiment. Thus D=0.125 cm2 .s−1 . The largest perovskite
nanowire has the average diameter of 362 nm. Having S = 37.2±20 cm.s−1 and
D/d = (0.125cm 2 .s −1 )/(362 × 10−7 cm) = 3453 the assumption S D/d is valid.

5.7.4 PLQY measurement
The PLQY experiment is done using the integrating sphere microscopy as explained
in Section 4.6.2. The samples were excited with 480 nm laser with power density of
1.5×103 W.cm −2 . This power density generates 1.5 ×1019 cm −3 charge carrier density considering 85% absorption(Equation (5.10)). For each sample of perovskite
nanowire arrays, the absorption and PL is scanned in at least 4 random area of
12×12 μm2 with 0.5 μm scan step. The PLQY maps in each of the samples are shown
in Figure 5.6. The Figure 5.4 represent the statistics of the PLQY values for these
sample over more than 2500 points.
PLQY of samples with large size
In order to check the photon re-absorption effect in the perovskite/alumina
nanowire array samples, we performed the PLQY experiment in the IS microscopy
setup with 5×5mm 2 large sample with 208 nm average nanowire dimatere in 3
different positions as shown in Figure 5.7. The PLQY average over in total more
than 3400 points is 1.44 ±0.36%, ∼3 times lower than average PLQY of the small
size sample, as presented in Section 5.5.
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Figure 5.6: The PLQY maps of samples with different nanowire (NW) diameter in
4 different areas. Below each map the histogram of the PLQY values are presented
to show the distribution of the data. all areas are 12×12 μm2 with 0.5 μm scan step
except the scan of area 1 in the sample with nanowire diameter 208.2 nm, which is
15×12 μm2 .
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Figure 5.7: The PLQY study of nanowire array sample with large size 5×5mm 2
a) Maps of 5 × 5mm 2 sample with average nanowire (NW) diameter 208 nm in 3
different areas. Below each map the histogram of the PLQY values are presented
to show the distribution of the data. The scale bar is 5 μm.b) The statics of PLQY
distribution in each area.The red line in each box is the median. The up and bottom
edges of the boxes are 75% and 25% percentiles respectively. The horizontal lines
on top and bottom, out of the of the boxes, show the upper and lower adjacent, and
the red crosses are the outliers.
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5.7.5 Simulation of absorption and E-ﬁeld distribution of
nanowire array
The optical simulations on perovskite/alumina nanowires were performed using a
commercial simulator based on the FDTD method (Lumerical, Inc) for nanowire
arrays. The nanowires were considered as CH3 NH3 PbBr3 cylinders with average
diameter of 361.7, 208.2 and 150.4 nm and pitch of 977, 771 and 684 nm respectively
embedded in alumina. A plane wave light source with wavelength=450-600nm was
placed at z=3.8 μm with downward propagation. The nanowire surface was ﬁxed
at z=4.8 μm the x and y directions have periodic boundary condition (BC), while
perfectly matched layer BC was chosen for the z direction.
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Figure 5.8: The optical simulation of electric ﬁeld and absorption in perovskite/alumina nanowire arrays with FDTD method a-c) |E |2 distribution at
incident light wavelengths of 485, 535 and 550 nm for nanowires (NW) with
different diameter. 485 nm is the wavelength of the light excitation at TRPL
experiment, 535 is the perovskite bandgap and 550 is an example of below band
gap incident light. d) Simulated (dashed lines) and experimentally measured (solid
lines) absorption spectra for nanowires. The below band gap absorption probably
comes from in the experiments from a slight tilt in sample mount during the
experiment, and in the simulation from non-zero k optical constant of perovskite.
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